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Abstract—In this paper, we present a study about the most
popular information sources available on the Web (e.g., Google,
Facebook, Twitter) and the available methods to verify their
publications. We propose a generic credibility analysis model for
social information sources, which is instantiated for Twitter. We
show a proof of concepts through the development of World White
Web, a Google Chrome extension application that implements
the model to analyze tweets in real time, using web scraping.
Our study demonstrates the feasibility and suitability of creating
efficient methods to analyze the credibility of publication on social
networks and points out the challenges and open problems that
should be overcome in future solutions in this area.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Web is an open environment for publishing and ex-
changing data that is constantly developing. The information
is generated through millions of Web pages, blogs created by
users and organizations, as well as through social networks
and initiatives such as Open Data. In this way, information
is shared in free environments that can be used in various
areas ranging from everyday life to the development of new
technologies [1], [2]. However, the amount of information
sources is huge and in many cases, they are not documented
or validated, which makes it difficult to use and analyze.

All platforms on the Internet, which allow users to com-
municate, share, and generate information without formal
references to sources, became popular in the early 1990s.
Since then, the concept of credibility has become essential
in various disciplines and from different perspectives, such as
information engineering, business administration, journalism,
information retrieval, human-computer interaction.

That is why the term credibility is confused with the term
trustness or truthfulness. However, in the literature its differ-
ences have been established. While credibility is associated
with the level of belief that is perceived about (how credible
it is) a person, object, or process, trustness has to do with the
positive belief about the perceived confidence (reliability)
in a person, object, or process [3], [4].

Depending on the information source, different levels of
credibility can be deduced, for example search engines such
as Google and Bing, use positioning algorithms that show on
the first pages the most relevant information (e.g., media, high-
impact blogs) to a given query, while in social networks there

is no information classification. All these aspects are reflected
in the perception of the credibility of the information sources
in people. In this sense, some questions arise: How much
can we trust the information obtained from the Web? What
is the credibility level perceived by users of these information
sources? Can the credibility level of the information on the
Web be calculated? These and other concerns lead to the need
of mechanisms to validate and classify such information.

In this context, this work has three main contributions: (i)
we analyze the information sources with the greatest impact
on the Web (e.g., Indexers, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Web
pages), from a technical point of view (accessibility, format,
tools offered for their manipulation, analysis and verification)
and from the point of view of the credibility perception by
users; (ii) we propose a credibility analysis model of pub-
lications on information sources, adaptable to various social
networks; the credibility analysis is based on three measures:
text credibility, user credibility (based on attributes such as
creation date, verified account), and social credibility (based
on attributes such as followers and following); and (iii) we
show a proof of concepts through the development of World
White Web, an application that implements the model, as
an extension of Google Chrome; it performs the credibility
analysis, in real time, of tweets using web scraping1 since
Twitter is the most used source of information in the literature.

This work demonstrates the feasibility of creating effective
credibility analysis methods and exposes some challenges in
this area, such as: (i) the variety of information sources, which
makes it difficult to use general criteria of credibility; and (ii)
the fact that information sources are limiting access to data,
adopting forms of interaction such as pay-to-use.

II. INFORMATION SOURCES ON INTERNET

The information available on the Web is accessible by
millions of people mainly through web browsers, such as
Safari, Chrome, Edge. However, due to the enormous amount
of information, users use search engines (e.g., Google, Bing)
whose function is to index the information on the Web, acting
as a filter and providing relevant information to a requested
context. With the advance of the technology, the information

1Web scraping is a technique for extracting information, focusing on the
generation of structured data.
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TABLE I
INFORMATION SOURCES AVAILABLE ON THE WEB

Source Access Method Level of Credibility (technical) Access Limits Frequency Response Format

Search Engine Google API
Low

(Based on Ranking)

- 100 query/day (free)
- 1000 queries (5 dollars)
- 10000 query/day limited

-
JSON
XML

Bing API
Low

(Based on Ranking)
- 3000 query/month (free)
- 1000 queries (7 dollars) and several options

3RPS
250RPS

JSON

Twitter API Zero
- 100 tweets per query
- 500 tweets per query

30 RPM, 10 RPS (free)
60 RPM, 10 RPS (premium)

JSON

Facebook Graph API Zero - - -
Instagram Graph API Zero - - -
Web
Page

LOD Download Link High Unlimited Unlimited RDF/XML
General Web Scraping Zero Unlimited Unlimited Text (Adapted functions)

shared has a more structured and detailed format, for example
by using the Extensible Markup Language (XML), which
allows an easy interpretation by computers of the represented
data, adding basic information through descriptors (tags).
XML is used to propose new formats in different contexts,
such as sound synthesis, interactive videos [5]–[7].

Due to the enormous amount of information and data that
can be extracted from the Web, other models of information
representation have been proposed with the idea to be pro-
cessed automatically. Resource Description Framework (RDF)
is one of the most used models by the scientific community.
From triplets (subject, predicate and object), real resources are
described on the Web. The semantic is present in this model,
allowing the inferring of more information [8]. Knowledge
models as Web Ontology Language (OWL) allow the modeling
of concepts and the relationship between them [9].

Some works are focused on the normalization of the infor-
mation available on the Web through the use of order rules,
reduction of redundant resources [10]–[12]. Other studies
address the problem of similarity among resources for inter-
operability and the reuse of information such as in [13] [14],
where XML documents are syntactically and semantically
compared; in [15] [16] for information based on the RDF
model and in [17] [18] for the ones based on ontologies. These
models of information representation, are adopted not only by
scientific communities, but by governmental organizations as
well, that are part of open and linked data initiatives (Linked
Open Data - LOD). Moreover, several works allow converting
unstructured information into semantic models to increase
productivity and reduce costs in services [19]. However, when
sharing, the conversion to structured data and the similarity of
the information do not ensure its veracity; therefore, its use
for research is compromised by this vulnerability [20] [21].
There are works focused on measuring the level of credibility
of the information applied on specific data sources, such as
Twitter [3] [22]–[28], but nonexistent for others, as Facebook.

In this section, we first present a brief analysis of infor-
mation sources on Internet, then we present a study of user
perception of credibility on such information sources.

A. Analysis of Information sources on Internet
Table I shows the different information sources considered

in this study. Google offers several possibilities to access the
information, ranging from free-use but limited in handling, up
to custom and manipulable searches and results. It provides a
JSON API to perform queries. However, in order to manipulate

the information, customizable queries have a cost of 5$ per one
thousand requests. Bing allows queries limited to the number
of transactions per second (Requests per Second – RPS),
offering 3 RPS for free, but limited to 3000 per month. It offers
several configurations, for example 30 RPS, 100 RPS, 150
RPS, ranging from 1$ up to 7$ per one thousand transactions.
The query and response formats are JSON-like.

As a result of the latest events related to privacy, information
sources as Facebook and Twitter have hardened their access
policies to information, forcing users who wish to use such
APIs to request explicit permissions. These requests for use
of APIs are reviewed in detail by peers of the owners of
the information sources, with a high rejection rate. However,
Twitter is the most used information source for the analysis of
social media information, such as sentiment analysis. It offers
free access to public tweets maximum of 7 days and 30 days
for categories premiun and enterprise (tweets since 2006 for
some configurations). From 100 to 500 tweets are obtained
by each query, depending on the category level. Moreover, a
maximum of 60 RPM (Request per Minute) and 10 RPS are
allowed for the category premium. Facebook offers an API
called Graph API that allows the creation of applications that
request permissions from users (e.g., access to friends) to be
able to access and analyze the information. Facebook does not
specify the number of queries to the information. Instagram,
being part of Facebook, has the same access policies.

The Web pages related to the initiatives of LOD (e.g.,
DBpedia ), provide information in formats that allow the
exchange and reuse of information on the Web such as RDF.
The access is available through download links and its use is
not restricted. In this context, web scraping is an alternative
for data management, independent of the information source;
however, the use of the values obtained from the Web pages
may be protected by copyright or another type of restrictions.
In addition, this technique must be adapted for each scenario,
i.e., an implementation for Facebook is not compatible with
one developed for Twitter due to different html structures.

At the level of technical credibility, which in this work
is defined as the quality of the information provided by
the sources of information (see third column in Table I),
search engines such as Google, Bing use ranking based on
search algorithms, showing relevant information towards a
given search (e.g., news, high traffic pages). However, ranking
techniques optimize Web pages to have a high value in the
search engine ranking, reducing the quality of the information



shown and thus, needing a credibility analysis mechanism. For
information sources such as Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram,
the verification of the information is ” zero´´, i.e., there is
no a technique, ranking, etc., allowing us to infer a certain
credibility level of information. In the case of LOD, these
databases are created by government organizations, research
teams, and other institutions that support the credibility of the
information. In conclusion, the analysis of information from
social media is essential to provide a level of credibility to
users, where in recent years they have become the most used
scenarios to share data but lack technical credibility criteria.

B. Human-Credibility Perception for Information Sources
Our initial hypothesis was that “the credibility perception of

the information sources is directly related to the topic of in-
formation and to the resident country”. In order to analyze our
hypothesis, we conducted a survey in five different countries:
France, Mexico, Peru, Venezuela, and Chile. Two questions
were asked to measure the level of credibility in two different
contexts: Q1: What is your credibility confidence for topics
related to political aspects (e.g., Donald Trump)?; and Q2:
What is your credibility confidence for topics related to natural
disasters (e.g., Amazon fire)?. A total of 80 people per country
participated in this activity with 88.30% of engineering and
52.10% of participants of Computer Science of the total2.

Table II shows the results obtained from this survey. The
information source with the highest credibility perception is
Google, while the one with the lowest value is Facebook.
It is clear that the latest news regarding privacy and the
dissemination of false information against Facebook have
directly impacted in the users. Moreover, we can observe that
Q1, related to the political context has less credibility than
Q2, which is focused on the context of natural disasters. In
general, France has the lowest credibility level while Mexico
the highest. A highlight is that Venezuela has a high credibility
value except for Facebook where it only has 37.59% and
45.35% for Q1 and Q2, respectively. Bing is only 62.84%
known by the users (see Table II column Known), being mostly
known in Mexico as it is near to United States. On the other
hand, it is unfortunately that the information source LOD,
which has a high level of technical credibility, is only known
by 66.85% of the users, which clearly evidences a lack of
knowledge of the information source even more, being more
than the half of users of Computer Science.

III. R
Twitter has been used in different studies to calculate the

credibility of the shared information. In this section, we first
reference studies that carry out an extensive review of works
focused on credibility analysis in social networks, then we
describe works specifically focused on credibility analysis on
Twitter and highlight the differences with our proposal.

A. Surveys on credibility of information
In a recent study presented in [29], authors conducted an

extensive review of papers that assess the credibility of the

2The survey is available at: https://forms.gle/9yVGxT8tAuuwS5aAA

information. There were reviewed 192 papers, from which
around 92 papers dealt with social media analysis. From these
92 works, 90% use Twitter as the information source, 83%
only perform an analysis on the text (10% perform analysis
on text and images), 57% use the Twitter API, while the
remaining 43% use commercial software to collect required
tweets data, 77% of these works are focused on English
language, 19% include Arabic, Japanese, and Chinese and only
4% consider other languages.

In another recent study presented in [30], a review of
211 works on false information in Web ecosystems is re-
ported. This is achieved from a perspective of computational
approaches focused to the problem of false information on
the Web and its understanding. This work considers four
aspects: (i) users’ perception of false information; that is, how
users perceive and interact with false information; the review
includes works that use different methodologies including
analysis of large databases from social networks, question-
naires/interviews, and crowdsourcing platforms; (ii) dynamic
propagation of false information; this study intends to under-
stand the dynamics of the flow through works that include data
analysis techniques or mathematical and statistical approaches,
until efforts that provide systems with visualization capabilities
about this dynamic propagation; (iii) detection and contention
of false information; Machine Learning techniques are used
to detect false information and contention is fought with
diffusion of correct information or information that refutes the
false information; both cases require strong human-machine
interaction; and (iv) false information in politics; after the US
elections in 2016, the problem of spreading false information
has aroused great interest in the scientific community, where
political campaigns are responsible for the substantial dissem-
ination of false political information and bots are frequently
used. Authors emphasize that Twitter is one of the most used
tools to disseminate false information and rumors. They also
point out that it is possible to use automatic techniques for
false information detection and credibility analysis.

These works demonstrate the trends in the use of infor-
mation generated from social networks, in particular from
Twitter, the growing interest of works focused on carrying
out credibility analysis, and the challenges that have to be
overcome in this area.

B. Credibility Analysis on Twitter
Concerning on how to do the credibility analysis, the

existing works consider the extraction and analysis of different
types of information to calculate different credibility measures.
Thus, several terms of credibility have been proposed [24],
[29], [31]. Inspired by these works, we propose the following
classification of credibility terms in social networks:
Text Credibility (Post Credibility): measures the level of rel-
evance and accuracy of the text, independent of the referenced
topic [24] or with respect to a certain topic [29]. It is calculated
through text analysis techniques.
User Credibility: calculates the user account credibility based
on attributes that describe it. It can be calculated based on, for

ELATED WORK



TABLE II
HUMAN-CREDIBILITY PERCEPTION FOR SOME INFORMATION SOURCES

Country
Google Bing Twitter Facebook

Known Perception Known Perception Known Perception Known Perception
Q1 Q2 Q1 Q2 Q1 Q2 Q1 Q2

France 100% 55.63% 68.13% 56.25% 44.44% 47.00% 93.75% 48.67% 59.33% 97.77% 25.00% 35.00%
Mexico 97.78% 74.54% 76.67% 73.33% 53.33% 57.43% 91.11% 65.12% 69.55% 96.31% 51.70% 61.00%
Peru 100% 64.44% 71.55% 66.67% 46.67% 50.00% 88.99% 56.25% 61.00% 96.54% 42.22% 46.44%
Venezuela 98.90% 72.78% 80.90% 60.44% 50.72% 57.29% 97.80% 59.66% 68.09% 95.60% 37.59% 45.35%
Chile 100% 67.44% 72.79% 57.50% 43.04% 48.44% 86.25% 52.03% 60.72% 93.75% 42.27% 52.89%

Average 99.34% 66.97% 74.00% 62.84% 47.64% 52.03% 91.58% 56.35% 63.74% 95.99% 39.7% 48.14%

Country
Instagram Any Website LOD

Known Perception Known Perception Known Perception
Q1 Q2 Q1 Q2 Q1 Q2

France 94.50% 32.33% 38.67% 93.75% 30.00% 42.63% 75.00% 50.00% 53.33%
Mexico 93.77% 52.00% 58.89% 95.56% 55.58% 62.44% 77.78% 56.86% 57.47%
Peru 96.54% 37.50% 39.33% 88.89% 50.13% 58.34% 63.54% 48.57% 51.24%
Venezuela 95.60% 44.25% 53.29% 90.11% 45.85% 52.98% 60.44% 52.18% 54.07%
Chile 93.75% 45.87% 53.42% 92.50% 45.68% 54.32% 57.50% 53.04% 55.00%

Average 94.83% 42.44% 48.72% 92.16% 45.45% 54.14% 66.85% 52.13% 54.22%

example, the account creation date, if the account is verified,
user gender and age.
Social Credibility: calculates the credibility of a publication,
related or not to a topic, based on the available metadata that
describe the social impact of the user account and the post
itself, with respect to other users. It is calculated based on data
such as number of followers, number of following, retweets.
Topic-level Credibility: measures the level of acceptance
of the topic or event referenced in the text. It consists of
identifying if the text refers to a specific topic or not, usually
through text and sentiment analysis techniques. Together, all
these credibility measures attribute a global credibility level
of a publication in a social information source. The following
works are evaluated based on whether or not they consider
these credibility levels.

Authors in [23] evaluate a tweet content through automatic
text analysis using a Web miner and text sources in German
(text credibility). In [22] the Twitter API is used to implement
an algorithm that combines text search on a specific topic with
social aspects of the account (followers), to measure the tweet
credibility. In [3], in addition to considering the text content,
characteristics associated with the user account are evaluated,
such as its verified quality and its Twittergrader.com3 (text,
user, and social credibility). In [24], authors mix characteristics
associated with the message (text and sentiment analysis), the
users (registration age), the social impact (number of followers,
number of following, number of tweets the user has authored
in the past, retweets), and a particular topic. In [25] two
measures are proposed to calculate the topic-level credibility,
one considers the tweet credibility based on the positive and
negative opinions of the topic and the other one considers
the author expertise. A combination of text content, account
aspects, and social impact are applied on TwitterBot [26].

In [27], [28] the impact of the verification of an account is
analyzed, concluding that it does not affect the user perception
but should be taken into account in automatic credibility anal-
ysis systems (user credibility). In [32], [33], TweetCred and
CredFinder are respectively described, two practical solutions

3Twittergrader.com measures the power, scope, and authority of a Twitter
account based on: number of followers, followers impact, updates, credibility
of news, followers/following relationship, and commitment.

proposed as Google Chrome extensions, which calculate the
tweet credibility in real time, considering the content in the
text, attributes of the tweet (publication time, source from
which the tweet was posted), and social impact. Both use
the Twitter API. Another practical solution for Twitter, which
discredits rumors (rumor debunking) in real time is presented
in [34]. This work takes into account attributes, extracted with
the Twitter API associated with the user, the account, and
the text. Additionally they use web scraping to search tweets
similar to the analyzed rumor.

Table III summarizes the comparison of the reviewed works
according to the four credibility levels and the analysis or
implementation technique used (API, web scraping). The com-
mon characteristic of most works is that they do not consider
the four levels of credibility. The only work that considers the
four credibility levels is the one presented in [24], however,
since it uses the Twitter API, which is now restricted, the work
is no longer available. It should be noted that only 2.5% of the
works cited in the study presented in [29] use mixed strategies.

TABLE III
RELATED WORK COMPARISON

Works Credibility Measures Extraction
Techniques/Implementation

Text User Social Topic-
level

[23] Yes - - Yes Machine Learning/Web Mining
[22] - - followers Yes API

[3] Yes
Account

verification
followers,
following

- API

[24] Yes Age
followers,
following

Yes API, Machine Learning,

retweets Sentiment Analysis
[25] - User Expertice - Yes Sentiment Analysis

[26] Yes
Account

verification
followers,
following

Yes API, Text Analysis

Location Machine Learning

[27] -
Account

verification
- - Label Access

[28] -
Account

verification
- - Label Access

Real-Time Credibility Analysis
[32] Yes Time of tweet followers - API, Machine Learning

Source following Text/Sentiment Analysis
retweets Google Chrome extension

[33] Yes Time of tweet
followers,
following

- API, Text Analysis

Source retweets Google Chrome extension
[34] Yes Account verification retweets - API, SVM

Source, Name Location
Web scraping

(to search similar tweets)

Ours Yes Account verification following - Web scraping
Account creation (year) followers Google Chrome extension

From the works showed in the Table III, TweetCred [32],



CredFinder [33] and Liu et al. proposal [34] are similar to
our proposal: they are solutions that analyze credibility in
real time, consider the credibility of text, user, and social,
independent of the topic, and are proposed as extensions of
Google Chrome (except the one of Liu et al. [34], which is a
stand alone application). However, the three solutions have lost
their validity and are not available because they use the Twitter
API that was open at that time, but from 2016 its use was
restricted. In contrast, our proposal is based on web scraping to
extract the necessary attributes to calculate the three credibility
measures. The analysis of the text is done through filters that
detect SPAM, bad words, misspelling. We do not consider yet
including Machine Learning algorithms or Sentiment Analysis.
However, such algorithms in the context of specific topics
are under consideration in our ongoing research work. The
proposed model is flexible enough to easily incorporate them,
thereby completing all four aspects of credibility of a tweet.

IV. MODEL TO CALCULATE CREDIBILITY IN SOCIAL
NETWORKS: OUR PROPOSAL

We propose a model to measure the credibility level of
texts from sources of information in social networks. First,
we present our formal and general model, then we describe
how to apply it for the credibility analysis of tweets.

A. Model Formalization
According to the different credibility measures presented in

Section III, our proposed model for calculating the credibility
level of a post considers text credibility, user credibility, social
credibility, regardless of the topic treated. First we establish,
in Def. 1, the different elements that can be associated and
extracted from a post, in any social network.

Definition 1: Post (p). A post, denoted as p, is a structure
composed by:
• a text, denoted as p.text, that announces a fact, an event,
a comment, etc.;
• an account to which it belongs, denoted as p.user and
consisting of a tuple with elements that describe the user
(e.g., name, age, sex, account creation year);
• a set of metadata that describes its social impact,
denoted as p.social; it considers social aspects related
to the account (p.socialuser) and related to the post
(p.socialpost).

The definition of the structure of a post adapts to the
social network in question. For example, in the case
of Twitter a post corresponds to a tweet, say t, with
t.socialpost =< retweets, likes >. In addition, this definition can
be extended to consider that the content of the post is not
just text and may include multimedia data. These aspects
are being considered in our future work. Def. 2 presents the
formal definition of credibility level of a post.

Definition 2: Post Credibility Level (PCred). Given a
post p, the Post Credibility Level is a function, denoted as
PCred(p), that returns a measure ∈ [0, 100], of its level of
credibility, defined as:

PCred(p) = weighttext × TextCred(p.text) +

weightuser × UserCred(p.user) +
weightsocial × SocialCred(p.social), where:

• weighttext, weighuser, and weightsocial represent the
weights that the user gives to text credibility, user
credibility, and social credibility, respectively, such as:
weighttext + weightuser + weightsocial = 1;
• TextCred(p.text), UserCred(p.user), and SocialCred(p.social)

represent the credibility measure related to the text, the
user, and the social impact of p, respectively.

The text credibility is based on measures that analyze the text,
as presented in Def. 3.

Definition 3: Text Credibility (TextCred). Given a text
of a post, p.text, the Text Credibility is a function, denoted
as TextCred(p.text), that returns a measure ∈ [0, 100],
derivaded from text analysis techniques.

Our model allows to incorporate any text analysis technique,
such as Machine Learning, Sentiment Analysis, or Syntax
Analysis. As stated by Def. 4, the user credibility is based
on attributes that describe the user and his account.

Definition 4: User Credibility (UserCred). Given an
account of a post, p.user, the User Credibility is a function,
denoted as UserCred(p.user), that returns a measure
∈ [0, 100], derived from the attributes that describe the user
account from which p was published.

The social credibility level is measured based on the
available metadata, both related to the user account and the
analyzed post, which describe the social impact or relate the
user to the other users of the social network (see Def. 5).

Definition 5: Social Credibility (SocialCred). Given a set
of social metadata of a post, p.social, the Social Credibility
is a function, denoted as SocialCred(p.social), that returns
a measure ∈ [0, 100], derived from the attributes that describe
the social impact of the user account (p.socialuser) and the
post itself (p.socialpost).

The attributes of interest to compute of the user credibility
(UserCred) and the social credibility (SocialCred), de-
pend on the analyzed social network, the technique used
to extract the used attributes, and the interest of the de-
veloper of the credibility analysis system. Consequently, the
respective functions that calculate these credibility measures
(UserCred(p.user) and SocialCred(p.social)) depend on
the attributes considered.

For social information sources such as Facebook and Twit-
ter, the numerical relation between data such as followers and
following (related to the user account), and likes and retweets
(related to the publication), certainly have an impact on the
credibility level of a publication. In the next section, we show
the functions defined for both cases, in this study.

B. Model Application on Twitter
Based on the credibility analysis model proposed in the

previous section, we propose an application on Twitter. Thus,
the definitions that conform the model are adapted to our
particular case, as shown below.



Def. 6 adapts Def. 1 to describe the structure of a tweet,
since the posts on Twitter are the so-called tweets.

Definition 6: Tweet (t). A tweet, denoted as t, is a structure
composed by:
• a text, denoted as t.text, that announces a fact, an event,
a comment, etc.;
• an account to which it belongs, denoted as
t.user and consisting of a tuple with elements
that describe the user account, such as: t.user =<

user id, year of creation, validated/non validated >;
• a set of metadata that describes its social impact,
denoted as p.social; it considers social aspects related to
the account (t.socialuser =< followers, following >) and
related to the post (t.socialtweet =< retweets, likes >).

The tweet credibility level is calculated according to Def. 2.
Each credibility measure is calculated according to the respec-
tive definitions and with specific attributes and functions.
1. Text Credibility: As stated by Def. 3, it is necessary
to decide the text analysis technique to be used and the
function that returns the credibility measure according to that
analysis. In this study, it was decided to use syntactic analysis
techniques through SPAM, bad words, and missspelling filters.
SPAM Filter: SPAM messages are usually unwanted
advertising messages, which usually use hyperbolic language,
excess capitalization, and accentuation. If the analyzed
text has these characteristics, it may not contain useful
information, so its credibility level may decrease. Def. 7
introduces the SPAM filter function.

Definition 7: SPAM Filter (isSPAM ). Given a text of
a tweet, t.text, the SPAM filter is a function, denoted as
isSPAM(t.text), that returns a measure ∈ [0, 100], indicat-
ing the probability of t.text being a SPAM, defined as:

is SPAM(t.tex) = detect spam(t.text)
where detect spam is an algorithm that analyzes t.text and
returns the probability of t.text being a SPAM.

There are many free and open source algorithms to detect
SPAM that can be used to implement this isSPAM filter.

Bad Words Filter: It is used to detect those publications
that have a high content of bad words, in which case their
credibility should be reduced. Def. 8 presents how this filter
is used to calculate the proportion of bad words in the text.

Definition 8: Bad Words Filter (bad words). Given a text
of a tweet, t.text, the bad words filter is a function, denoted
as bad words(t.text), that returns a measure ∈ [0, 100],
indicating the proportion of bad words in t.text, defined as:

bad words(t.text) = 100–( extract bw(t.text)
extract tw(t.text) )× 100

where extract bw and extract tw are algorithms that
counts the number of bad words and total words in t.text,
respectively.

There are also many free and open source algorithms in this
domain, which can be used to implement this filter.

Misspelling Filter: It is used to detect syntax errors in writing
text (Def. 9). Credibility will decrease as the number of
misspellings found.

Definition 9: Misspelling Filter (misspelling). Given a
text of a tweet, t.text, the misspelling filter is a function,
denoted as misspelling(t.text), that returns a measure ∈
[0, 100], indicating the proportion of misspelled words in
t.text, defined as:

misspelling(t.text) = 100–( extract(t.text) mp
extract tw(t.text)

)× 100

where extract mp and extract tw are algorithms that
counts the number of misspelled words and total words in
t.text, respectively.

As in the previous cases, there are many free and open source
algorithms that analyze the spelling correctness of a text.
Based on these three filters, the text credibility is defined as
shown by Def. 10. User decides the importance of each filter.

Definition 10: Text Credibility (TextCred). Given a text
of a tweet, t.text, the Text Credibility is a function, denoted
as TextCred(t.text), that returns a measure ∈ [0, 100],
defined as: TextCred(t.text) = wSPAM×isSpam(t.text)+
wBadWords × bad words(t.text) + wMisspelledWords ×
misspelling(t.text)
where wSPAM , wBadWords, and wMisspelledWords represent
the weights that the user gives to each filter, respectively,
such as wSPAM + wBadWords + wMisspelledWords = 1.

2. User Credibility. To calculate this credibility measure
on Twitter, we consider whether the account is verified or
not (Def. 11) and the activity time of the account since its
creation (Def. 12).

Definition 11: Verified Account Weight (V erif Weight).
Given an account of a tweet, t.user, the weight of a Verified
Account is a function, denoted as V erif Weight(t.user),
that returns a measure ∈ {0, 50}, defined as:

Verif Weight(t.user) =

{
50 if t.user has been verified,

0 otherwise.
Definition 12: Account Creation Weight

(Creation Weight). Given an account of a tweet,
t.user, the weight of the Account Creation is a
function, denoted as Creation Weight(t.user),
that returns a measure ∈ [0, 50], defined as:
Creation Weight(t.user) = Account Age(t.user)

Max Account Age(t.user) ∗ 50
where:
• Account Age(t.user) = Current Y ear–Y ear Joined(t.user)

• Max Account Age(T ) = Current Y ear– Twitter Creation Y ear

where Twitter Creation Y ear is the year in which Twitter
was created (2006).

While the year account was joined (Y ear Joined) is closer
to the Twitter creation date (2006), the account credibility
is greater. The maximum points obtained by this criterion
is 50, since the other 50 is for the verified account weight
(V erif Weight). This attribute should have a high degree
of importance as evidenced by recent work [27], [28]. With
these two measures, we adapt Def. 4 as shown by Def. 13.

Definition 13: User Credibility (UserCred). Given an
account of a tweet, t.user, the User Credibility is a func-
tion, denoted as UserCred(t.user), that returns a measure
∈ [0, 100], defined as: UserCred(t.user) =



TABLE IV
FOLLOWERS AND FOLLOWING FOR VERIFIED Twitter ACCOUNTS

Country Name Twitter ID Followers Following Category

France

Élysée @Elysee 2.3M 293 Nacional
Institution

Equipe de
France @equipedefrance 4.5M 349 International

Institution
Louane @louane 1M 1403 Artist
Antoine

Griezmann @AntoGriezmann 6.5M 7 Soccer
Player

Mexico

Fiscalı́a General
de la República @FGRMexico 706k 243 National

Institution
National Soccer

Selection @miseleccionmx 6M 1467 International
Institution

Maná @manaoficial 2.8M 69 Artist
Chicharito
Hernández @CH14 9.1M 486 Soccer

Player

Peru

Presidencia Perú @presidenciaperu 699.5K 323 National
Institution

Federación
Peruana de

Fútbol
@TuFPF 1.1M 395 International

Institution

Gian Marco @gianmarcomusica 3.7M 137 Artist

Luis Advı́ncula @luisadvincula17 271.2K 194 Soccer
Player

Venezuela

Asamblea
Nacional @AsambleaVE 1.1M 419 Nacional

Institution

Miss Venezuela @MissVzla 949.9K 268 International
Institution

Nacho @nacholacriatura 2.5M 219 Artist

Tomás Rincón @TomasRincon5 701.7K 206 Soccer
Player

Chile

Gobierno de Chile @GobiernodeChile 1.2M 325 National
Institution

Uber Chile @Uber Chile 51.6K 3704 International
Institution

Javiera Mena @javieramena 171.4K 784 Artist

Alexis Sánchez @Alexis Sanchez 2.9M 36 Soccer
Player

Average - - 2.7M 566 -

V erif Weight(t.user) + Creation Weight(t.user)

3. Social Credibility. The behavior of accounts that are
considered reliable and other untrustworthy was observed.
Thanks to that, it was determined that untrusted accounts
usually follow a greater number of users than the number of
users that follow it. Similarly, trusted accounts have a large
followers and follow a few people. It also was noted that
the difference for these attributes in both types of accounts is
extremely large. Table IV shows the followers and following
of some verified accounts on Twitter from different countries
and categories. They have an average of 2.7M of followers,
while only to follow 566 accounts (following). Based on this
observation, we consider that if the number of followers is
around 2 million, an account can be considered highly reliable.
In this work, we only consider the social impact of the account
(t.socialuser) based on the number of followers and following.

We calculate the influence of an account based on the
number of followers, as shown in Def. 14.

Definition 14: Followers Impact (FollowersImpact).
Given a set of social metadata of an account from a tweet
t is published, t.socialuser, the social Followers Impact is
a function, denoted as FollowersImpact(t.socialuser), that
returns a measure ∈ [0, 50], defined as:
FollowersImpact(t.socialuser) =

t.socialuser.followers
MAX followers × 50

where t.socialuser.followers is the number of followers of
t.user and MAX followers is a user parameter.

The maximum value for MAX followers is a parameter
provided by the system user. For example, according to our
analysis shown in the Table IV, in this work we consider
MAX followers = 2millones. The influence of accounts
that exceed the value of followers is calculated based on that
maximum established value. We calculate the ratio between
followers and following, as shown in Def. 15.

Definition 15: Followers-Following Proportion
(FFProportion). Given a set of social metadata of
an account from tweet t is published, t.socialuser, the
Followers-Following Proportion is a function, denoted
as FFProportion(t.socialuser), that returns a measure
∈ [0, 50], defined as: FFProportion(t.socialuser) =

t.socialuser.followers
t.socialuser.followers+t.socialuser.following × 50

where t.socialuser.followers and t.socialuser.following
are the number of followers and following of t.user,
respectively.

Finally, social credibility is calculated based on the influence
of the account (Def. 14) and the proportion of followers and
following (Def. 15), each one with a maximum weight of 50.
Def. 16 shows the calculation of social credibility.

Definition 16: Social Credibility (SocialCred). Given
a set of social metadata of a tweet, t.social, the Social
Credibility is a function, denoted as SocialCred(t.social),
that returns a measure ∈ [0, 100], defined as:
SocialCred(t.social) = FollowersImpact(t.socialuser) +

FFProportion(t.socialuser)

With the three credibility measures the credibility level of
a tweet is calculated, as shown in Def. 17 adapted from Def. 2.

Definition 17: Tweet Credibility Level (TCred). Given a
tweet, t, the Tweet Credibility Level is a function, denoted as
TCred(t), that returns a measure ∈ [0, 100], of its level of
credibility, defined as:

TCred(t) = weighttext × TextCred(t.text) +

weightuser × UserCred(t.user) + weightsocial × SocialCred(t.social)

where:
• weighttext, weighuser, and weightsocial represent the
weights that the user gives to text credibility, user credibility,
and social credibility, respectively, such as:
weighttext + weightuser + weightsocial = 1;
• TextCred(t.text), UserCred(t.user), and SocialCred−
(t.social) represent the credibility measure related to the
text, the user, and the social impact of t, respectively.

The parameters considered in the filters and the weight
that each filter represents in the final credibility calculation
are values that users can configure in the system. In the
next section we describe the implementation of our credibility
model applied to Twitter, as an extension of Google Chrome.

V. CREDIBILITY ANALYSIS IN REAL- TIME: THE World
White Web APPLICATION

This section presents the proof of concepts of the model pro-
posed in the previous section, through the implementation of
an application able of performing credibility analysis of tweets
in real time. To develop this application, it was necessary to
decide how to obtain the attributes to calculate the different
credibility measures. From the analysis of the different in-
formation sources and the kind of available attributes, we first
planed to use the Twitter APIs to extract such as attributes and
calculate the user and social credibility measures. However,
due to the recent privacy and security policies of Facebook
and Twitter, it is currently not possible to easily access its API.



It is necessary for Twitter to grant permission as a developer.
Even when we tried to obtain these permissions, our requests
were repeatedly rejected when explaining our research project.
Thus, due to these restrictions, we decided to use the technique
of web scraping on the Web pages of the corresponding social
network. Even when this technique is susceptible to updates
made by social networks, it has advantages in terms of the
possibility of real-time analysis without relying on proprietary
licenses or access restrictions.

The credibility analysis application on Twitter, called World
White Web, was implemented as an extension of Google
Chrome. It includes a view of options, which allows to
customize the criteria used when calculating credibility of the
information. These criteria are related to: (i) the weights that
the user wants to grant to each credibility measure (TextCred,
UserCred, and SocialCred); (ii) the weights for the different
filters used to calculate the credibility of the text (isSpam,
bad words, and misspelling); and (iii) the maximum number
of followers (MAX Followers) to calculate the social impact
(FollowersImpact). For example, on Twitter, given the size
restrictions of the post, users often use abbreviations and
contractions, therefore the text credibility based on syntactic
analysis should have a low weight or the misspelling filter
could be overridden. The filters to calculate the text credibility
were implemented as follows:

The SPAM filter uses a library called Simple Spam Filter,
taken from a JavaScript development platform (NPM). The
library offers the ability to process a text and obtain a Boolean
value that describes whether it is SPAM or not. These values
are translated in the filter as 0 or 50, if the Boolean is false
or true, respectively (see Def. 7).

The bad words filter is another library published in NPM,
called Bad Words, which censures the bad words achieved in
the text. The filter uses this library to count the number of
words that should be censored in the text and compares this
number with the total number of words in it.

The good spelling filter works with the same calculation as
the bad words filter. It gets the misspelled words and compares
them to the total words present in the text. To determine which
words are well written, we use another library published in
NPM called Nspell.

The attributes to calculate the user and social credibility
measures are extracted from the profile page of Twitter,
through web scraping: amount of followers, amount of
following, the joined year to Twitter of the account, and if
it has the seal of verified account. The application offers
two ways to analyze the information: (i) an interface
to analyze any type of text, independent of the website
where it is; and (ii) back-end that performs, in real time,
the credibility analysis on Twitter. Each one is detailed below:

1. Text to Analyze: It allows to analyze a given particular text,
inserted directly into the text box with the title Text to Analyze.
The application returns a credibility value just below the title
Credibility in the pop-up window. This analysis makes use
of isSPAM , bad words, and misspelling filters to process

Fig. 1. Pop-up view of World White Web on Twitter

the text (TextCred), as long as it is not found on Twitter.
If the browser is located on a Twitter profile, the information
obtained from that page will also be used to calculate user and
social credibility.
2. Verify Page Tweets: When browsing a user profile on
Twitter, the Verify Page Tweets option appears in the pop-up
window of the application (see Figure 1). When using this
option, the tweets visible on the page are processed according
to the credibility analysis model and the level of credibility
value associated with each tweet is returned, inserting it as text
in the body of each one. Figure 2 shows the credibility values
obtained for the Elon Musk Twitter account. The color of this
text is changed to reflect how close or far from 100% the value
is: the closer to 100% it is, the greener the text, the closer to
0%, the redder the text is colored. The current version of World
White Web, only supports the English language, due to the use
of libraries that analyze the text. In our future work we plan
to consider other languages, such as Spanish and French.

Fig. 2. Result of applying the option Verify Page Tweets

VI. GENERAL DISCUSSION

This work points out the feasibility and suitability of the
implementation of a credibility analysis model for social net-
works, through the development experience of the application
World White Web, as proof of concept of that model and
applied to Twitter. This work, also highlights the most relevant
aspects related to the information sources on the Web, the
most used approaches to analyse their content and evaluate
the publication credibility, as well as the challenges to be
overcome in this matter.
A. The Credibility Analysis Model

In the proposed credibility analysis model, we consider
several aspects, independently of the topic, that combine



structural, user, and social characteristics to measure the level
of credibility of publications in Web information sources. It
allows to set up different criteria to compute such as level
of credibility, mainly by assigning weights for the differ-
ent credibility aspects. These weights depend on the social
information source and on the techniques used to perform
the credibility analysis. For example, it is possible that the
weight of the text credibility, TextCred (Def. 3) should
be low for Twitter, since the length restrictions for the text
forces users to use abbreviations and contractions; while for
Facebook, this credibility aspect should have more impact
in the global credibility level. Another aspect that can be
extended in the model is regarding the analysis of images.
The post structure (Def. 1) can be extended to consider not
only text but multimedia content, and thus to consider image
recognition techniques, text extraction from images, and their
analysis with existing tools.

Furthermore, the model allows to integrate and define
different text analysis techniques (e.g., Machine Learning,
Sentiment Analysis) to refine such as credibility measure, as
well as to consider different attributes and filters to calculate
the user and social credibility measures, according to the social
information source being analyzed. For example, for Facebook
the attributes such as likes and number of comments should
have an impact in the credibility measure; meanwhile for
Instagram, attributes as likes and comments have more sense to
be considered. All these possibilities, make the model flexible
to be extended and adapted to any social network.

B. World White Web: Credibility Analysis on Twitter

Currently, Twitter is the social information source most
popular and considered in recent studies in the credibility
analysis area. There exist many works focused on analyzing
tweets to verify their credibility, as well as in other domains,
such as sentiment analysis and geolocation, thanks to the
possibilities of extracting information from Twitter.

This generalized interest on Twitter, led us to extend the
proposed credibility model to be applied on Twitter and to
demonstrate the proof o concept with the development of the
application World White Web. This application was developed
as a Google Chrome extension, based on Node.js libraries and
web scraping techniques to extract information and to interpret
social attributes, in order to compute a representative measure
of credibility in a Twitter account.

Recently, the owners of the main Web information sources
(e.g., Google) and social networks (e.g., Twitter, Facebook)
have restricted the information access. These restrictions are
consequence of the recent privacy policies imposed by the
European Union4 and due to several events that highlighted
the lack of security and information control5. Although we
agree with these privacy protection policies, we consider that
it is important that these information owners offer options to
allow studies and analysis to support research in this area.

4https://ec.europa.eu/info/privacy-policy en
5https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-46618582

In any case, APIs are restricted to be freely used, thus web
scraping becomes a real possibility for such purposes.

World White Web instantiates the proposed model by us-
ing filters to analyze the text syntax (i.e., with isSPAM ,
bad words, and misspelling filters), thus be able to obtain
a measure of the text credibility, TextCred. It is possible
to integrate more filters to increase the robustness of the
credibility model. In particularly, we consider that filters that
work for other languages (e.g., Spanish, French) could be
good complements. Another aspect in the text analysis, that is
currently considered in recent works is related to the search of
references in the tweet; i.e., determine if there are references
to reliable information sources in the tweet. All these aspects,
as well as aspects related to semantic analysis of the text
(e.g., sentiment analysis, geolocation) to have measures of
credibility related to a specific topic, can be easily integrated
through the model. This is part of our future work.

Regarding user and social credibility, we agree with the state
of the art, in the use of attributes such as account verification,
followers, following (see Table III), which are easily extracted
with web scraping. In our ongoing work, we are considering
to incorporate other attributes describing the social impact of
the tweet. Each tweet has information that can be analyzed
independently of the user that posted it ( likes, retweets, etc.).

The use of the web scraping technique and the HTML
manipulation to implement World White Web, show the possi-
bility to extend its functionality and usability, by considering
the HTML structure for Facebook. The application will be
able to automatically detect if the social network analyzed is
Facebook or Twitter and act accordingly. World White Web
is characterized by its simplicity, but it demonstrates the
feasibility of implementing automatic approaches to analyze
credibility in real time and with the available information.
C. Open Problems

According to the reviewed literature, besides the common
used attributes (e.g., followers, following, retweets, likes) to
compute the credibility level of publications in social net-
works, some studies have demonstrated the impact of con-
sidering if the account is verified [27], [28] and the location
from which the post was done [26], [34]. In this work, we have
only considered the first aspect (verified account); the second
one (location) is being considered in our ongoing work.

An issue that has to be considered in any proposal of
credibility analysis is the evaluation of the quality of their
results. In this sense, the state of the art lacks of studies of
the precision of the models due to the lack of datasets and
benchmarks to perform an objective evaluation; hence, it is
imperative the creation of testbeds and datasets.

Recent literature evidences that Twitter, as a source of
information, has been widely studied and continues to be
interesting for the scientific community, due to the enormous
size of information available and its accessibility. However,
there are many interesting challenges to overcome. There is
no previous work that has rigorously assessed the credibility
based on the user profile. Addressing the problem from the
point of view of multiplatforms and multiformats is still on



the early developing stage [29]. Authors in [30] state that
there is not a decisive work that can establish a systematic
credibility metric in social networks to detect and evaluate
the erroneous and false information integrating reliability and
reputation. There is neither a system or organization that
analyzes, from a more systemic perspective, the messages
shared in social networks, thus users believe, distribute, and
accept the information as it is presented to them. In this sense,
there are still many open problems that need to be addressed.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

We analyze the available information sources on the Web,
their access method, the frequency of access and their format.
We also propose a model to calculate the credibility of posts
in social networks, based on three credibility measures: text,
account/user, and social impact. These measures are calculated
based on filters that consider text analysis (SPAM, bad words,
and good spelling) and account attributes (e.g., creation date,
followers). A proof of concepts to show the feasibility of
the model, called World White Web, was developed. This
application uses the web scraping technique to extract the
attributes used to compute the credibility measures. Even
though the application approach was used only in the context
of Twitter, it can be easily extended and adapted to other
information sources.

Our future research is focused on improving our credibility
model taking into account additional attributes. Also, we
propose to create a database for Twitter in order to objectively
evaluate our proposal against the state of the art.
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